Economics and Social Interaction is a fresh attempt to overcome the traditional inability of economics to deal with interpersonal phenomena that occur within the sphere of markets and productive organisations. It makes use of traditional economic concepts for understanding interpersonal events, while venturing beyond those concepts to give a better account of personalised interactions. In contrast to other books, *Economics and Social Interaction* offers the reader a rigorous effort at extending economic analysis to a notoriously slippery field in a consistent manner, sensitive to insights from other behavioural and social sciences. This collection represents an important contribution to a growing research agenda in the social sciences.
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While searching for a suitable example for this preface one of the editors of this book had the opportunity of hearing a senior manager reporting on an executives’ training course, and was particularly struck by one image. Participants in their forties and fifties were asked to engage in groups in a game. At one point they had to pass through a network of cords without touching them. After a while they were playing so excitedly that, in order to ease the passing, not only was everybody’s clothing reduced practically to underwear but somebody’s protrusive stomach was pressed by mates’ hands during the most crucial phases. Interestingly, this unconventional session ignited a fruitful communication among participants that contributed positively to the course’s educational outcome.

We are not advocating that our readers should be involved in similar learning procedures. What we claim is that invisible and hardly definable interpersonal elements – such as those that made training more effective after that bizarre game than before it – do matter in economic life, even though this is usually viewed as the province of the material, the measurable, the objective. And, secondly, that this has momentous consequences for how we depict, conceptualise and manage economic life.

According to conventional interpretations of the thematic and methodological boundaries of economics, interpersonal relations seem not to be the business of economists at all. However, we feel supported by evidence such as the example above, and by considerations that we present in the introduction below, in thinking that a book on economics and interpersonal relations need not trespass unduly beyond the competence of our discipline. We hope to convince our readers of this statement, and of the significance of the ‘relational’ domain for both economic facts and ideas.

The project of this book began in April 2001 in the quiet atmosphere of Praglia’s abbey conference centre, at the foot of the Euganean hills, not far from Padova. The British editor had been invited there by the
native to comment on the special issue the latter had edited the year before for *Annals of Public and Cooperative Economics*, devoted to economics and interpersonal relations (issue 2 of 2000). The dialogue was fruitful. The result is that two of the chapters of this book, by Bardsley and Kolm, come directly from that special issue; two more, by Bruni and Gui, have their roots there, but have been heavily revised; one is a new piece of work by contributors to the special issue (Sacco and Vanin, with co-author Antoci); three are by other invited speakers at that conference (Borzaga and Depedri, Gazier and This Saint-Jean, Sugden); another two are by authors whose research has intersected with the editors’ (Pelligra, Hargreaves Heap); and, last, the two commentaries at the end are by American scholars who have reacted from the other side of the Atlantic to this otherwise strictly European book. Wait a moment; we were forgetting the introductory chapter, which has forced us actually to confront each other’s views, in the spirit of the book’s title.
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